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Compensation of gravity gradients and 
rotations in gravitational antennas 

based on atom interferometry



Motivation



• Systematics associated with initial central position & momentum  
of the two species can a mimic violation of UFF:

• No limitation in principle, but challenging in practice.  
Minimum time for verification set by Heisenberg’s uncertainty 

principle.  

Initial co-location in UFF tests
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• Differential interferometry for acceleration measurements:

‣ two different atomic species,  same location   (UFF test)

‣ same atomic species,  two spatially separated interferometers 
    (gradiometry)

• Systematic effect affecting the accuracy.

• Reduction of signal-to-noise ratio:

‣ loss of contrast in every shot due to relative displacement 
between the interfering wave packets,

‣ jitter from shot to shot of the central position and velocity of the 
initial wave packet.
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Mitigation of
gravity-gradients effects

in precision atom interferometry



• Phase shift contribution connected with initial co-location directly 
related to relative displacement between interfering wave packets.

• Suitable adjustment of laser wavelength of 2nd pulse
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• Besides tests of UFF,  application to gradiometry measurements:  
 (relaxing coupling of static to initial-position/velocity jitter & bias)

‣ mapping of Earth’s gravitational field from space

‣ accurate measurements of 

‣ gravitational antennas

�
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Atom interferometry tests of universality of free fall based on the differential measurement of two
different atomic species provide a useful complement to those based on macroscopic masses. However,
when striving for the highest possible sensitivities, gravity gradients pose a serious challenge. Indeed, the
relative initial position and velocity for the two species need to be controlled with extremely high accuracy,
which can be rather demanding in practice and whose verification may require rather long integration times.
Furthermore, in highly sensitive configurations gravity gradients lead to a drastic loss of contrast. These
difficulties can be mitigated by employing wave packets with narrower position and momentum widths, but
this is ultimately limited by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. We present a promising scheme that
overcomes these problems by compensating the effects of the gravity gradients and circumvents the
fundamental limitations due to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. Furthermore, it relaxes the experimental
requirements on initial colocation by several orders of magnitude.
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The equivalence principle is a cornerstone of general
relativity and Einstein’s key inspirational principle in his
quest for a relativistic theory of gravitational phenomena.
Experiments searching for small violations of the principle
are being pursued in earnest [1] since they could provide
evidence for violations of Loretnz invariance [2] or for
dilaton models inspired by string theory [3], and they could
offer invaluable hints of a long sought underlying funda-
mental theory for gravitation and particle physics. A central
aspect that has been tested to highprecision is the universality
of free fall (UFF) for test masses. Indeed, torsion balance
experiments have reached sensitivities at the 10−13 g level [4]
and it is hoped that this can be improved 2 orders of
magnitude in a forthcoming satellite mission [5].
An interesting alternative that has been receiving increas-

ing attention in recent years is to perform tests of UFF with
quantum systems and, more specifically, using atom inter-
ferometry. Instead of macroscopic test masses these kinds of
experiments compare the gravitational acceleration experi-
enced by atoms of different atomic species [6–10]. They offer
a valuable complement to traditional tests with macroscopic
objects because a wide range of new elements with rather
different properties can be employed, so that better boundson
models parametrizing violations of the equivalence principle
can be achieved even with lower sensitivities to differential
accelerations [8,11]. Furthermore, given the different kind of
systematics involved, they could help to gain confidence in
eventual evidence for violations of UFF.
By using neutral atoms prepared in magnetically insensi-

tive states and an appropriate shielding of the interferometry
region, one can greatly suppress the effect of spurious forces
acting on the atoms, which constitute excellent inertial
references [12–14]. State of the art gravimeters based on

atom interferometry can reach a precision of the order of
10−9g in 1 sec [15] and aremainly limited by thevibrations of
the retroreflecting mirror. When performing simultaneous
differential interferometry measurements for both species
and sharing the retroreflecting mirror (as sketched in Fig. 1),
common-mode rejection techniques can be exploited to
suppress the effects of vibration noise and enable higher
sensitivities for themeasurement of differential accelerations
[7,16–19]. Thus, although tests of UFF based on atom
interferometry have reached sensitivities up to 10−8g so
far, there are already plans for future space missions that aim
at sensitivities of 10−15g [20,21] by exploiting the longer
interferometer times available in space and the fact that the
sensitivity scales quadratically with the time.

FIG. 1. Sketch of an atom interferometry setup for differential
acceleration measurements of two different atomic species.
The various laser beams driving the diffraction processes for
both species share a common retroreflection mirror so that
vibration noise is highly suppressed in the differential phase-
shift measurement.
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• Experimental demonstration for gradiometry measurements (Florence):  
    

• Atomic fountain experiments in Stanford’s 10-meter tower : 

‣ gravity-gradient compensation scheme 

successfully implemented

‣ very effective in overcoming the  
initial-colocation problem

‣ key ingredient in efforts to test UFF  
with atom interferometry at level10�14

G. D’Amico et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 253201 (2017)

Overstreet et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. (2018)



• One can use the technique to cancel the effect of static 
gravity gradients in measurement of time-dependent ones.

• Also for measurements of static gravity gradients insensitive 
to initial position & velocity:

Gradiometry & determination of G

(application to determination of )G

G. D’Amico et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 253201 (2017)

vanishing gradiometry phase for
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the main systematic e↵ects. Finally, in section 5, conclu-
sions and prospects for experimental determination to-
wards 10�6 level are presented.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

In figure 1 a sketch of the experimental apparatus is
reported.

FIG. 1. Sketch of the experiment. Two atomic samples are
trapped and cooled in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) and
sequentially launched towards the interferometric region. A
measurement of the local gravity gradient is performed by a
Raman interferometry scheme. When local gravity anomalies
are far enough (Far configuration, left side), the gravity accel-
eration profile given by the Earth is almost perfectly linear.
The same condition can be also realized by using a proper
shaped source mass that surrounds the atomic sensor (Close
configuration, right side). The value of the gravity constant
can be retrieved by measuring the corresponding modulation
of the gravity gradient.

Here we consider a gravity gradiometer that consists in
a pair of thermal clouds of 87Rb launched from a MOT
with standard moving molasses technique and simulta-
neously interrogated by a sequence of three counter-
propagating Raman pulses. Comprehensive description
of this well-established technologies can be found in lit-
erature [10, 11] and therefore we will not provide here
any experimental details about them. The motivation of
such instrument choice lies in the intention to keep the
system as simple as possible. Further e↵orts to improve
the atomic source may be spent to push the measurement
below the 10�5 limit.

The basic idea is to modulate the value of the gravity
gradient of the Earth (Figure 1, left side, “Far” config-
uration) with a properly designed source mass (Figure

1, right side, “Close” configuration). From the resulting
gravity gradient variation ��, evaluated with the zero
phase shift technique, it will be possible to retrieve the
value of G, in a similar way to what was done in [5].
Globally, Earth’s gravity gradient �

E

is expected to
be quite constant in function of the elevation h. Ac-
cording to the free-air correction formula, the second or-
der coe�cient is ' h/R

T

smaller then �
E

, where R
T

is
the Earth’s radius [12]. Locally, the acceleration profile
can be easily warped by nearby objects and local gravity
anomalies. However we can roughly set a requirement on
acceleration linearity according to our ability to control
the atomic sample vertical coordinate z. Let us suppose
to have a jittering �z ' 1 mm and to be in presence of a
spherical anomaly (radius R, density contrast �⇢) placed
below the instrument at distance r. It can be easily found
that
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imposing ��/�
E

= 10�5 and taking �⇢ = 2 ⇥ 103

kg/m3, we can set some upper limits on the anomaly
size. For instance, for r = 1, 5, 10 and 50 m we have
R = 0.2, 2, 4.5 and 38.6 m, while R ' r at r = 100
m. We can conclude that the apparatus must be placed
su�ciently far from underground structures and aquifers,
while regional scale anomalies can be ignored. A ground-
based gravity survey can also help to careful characterize
the area. It is interesting to point out that the largest
mass anomaly in the experiment could be represented by
the source mass itself, which must be vertically displaced
far enough from the interferometer area in order to actu-
ally realize the Far configuration.
In order to synthesize an additional linear gravity gra-

dient to probe, a proper source mass geometry must be
selected. Moreover, the shape should be as simple as
possible, in order to simplify the machining process. A
hollow cylinder produces along its vertical axis an accel-
eration profile with a good degree of linearity (see Figure
1, right part), once proper dimensions and material have
been selected. In the following we are going to define such
parameters, according to the requirements on statistical
and systematic errors.

III. STATISTICS

As mentioned before, the key point of the method relies
in determining the zero phase shift condition, at which
corresponds, according to equation 2 and 3, a given fre-
quency jump�⌫0 = c�ke↵,0/4⇡. A naive way to perform
such operation is to measure two gradiometric phases
�(�⌫ = 0) and �(�⌫) ' ��(0) for each source mass
configuration. It is straightforward to see that

�⌫0 =
�(0)

�(0)� �(�⌫)
�⌫ (6)
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Compensation of
gravity gradients and rotations

in gravitational antennas



• Gravity gradients and rotations couple to initial-position and -velocity 
jitter. 

• One possibility:    suitable three-loop geometry

• combined with two intermediate relaunches.

(Talk by Christian Schubert)

1960 J. M. Hogan et al.
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Fig. 3 Five-pulse atom interferometer sequence using double-diffraction LMT beamsplitters under the
influence of a leader-follower low Earth orbit rotation bias. The upper arm of the interferometer is the solid
(blue) path and the lower arm is the dashed (red) path. Interactions with the light pulses are shown as points
labeled by letters A through H. The interferometer laser pulses are directed along the x-direction with
ki = κi keff x̂ for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5. The normalized wavevectors have values κ1 = 1, κ2 = 9

4 , κ3 = 5
2 , κ4 = 9

4
and κ5 = 2. The pulses occur at times t1 = 0, t2 = T, t3 = 3T, t4 = 5T and t5 = 6T with interrogation
time T = 4 s. See Fig. 1 for the definition of coordinate axes

where h is the gravitational wave strain for a gravitational wave of frequency ω, T is
the interrogation time of the interferometer, and keff is the effective wavevector of the
AI beamsplitter. Here θGW = ωt is the phase of the gravitational wave at the time t of
the measurement. This result follows from a fully relativistic phase shift calculation
discussed in [45,46] applied to the five-pulse sequence described in Sect. 2.1.

To maximize the strain sensitivity of the detector, the baseline L should be made as
large as possible. This is a straightforward scaling to implement since only the laser
light needs to travel the distance L between the atom interferometers; each AI can
remain relatively small, situated at the ends of the long baseline (see Fig. 1). From
Eq. (1), the interferometer is maximally sensitive to GW frequencies at and above

the corner frequency ωc = 2
T cos−1

!
3
8 ≈ 2π · 0.29/T at which point ∆φGW =

(125/16)keff hL sin θGW. For lower frequencies ω < ωc, the 3 dB point occurs at
ω3dB = 2

T csc−1[4/
√

5] ≈ 2π · 0.19/T and sensitivity falls off as ω4. At higher
frequencies ω > ωc, the envelope of the sensitivity curve is constant and the periodic
anti-resonant frequencies that are present in (Eq. 1) can easily be avoided by varying
T [4].

In order to observe a gravitational wave, the phase shift ∆φGW must be sampled
repeatedly as it oscillates in time due to the evolution of θGW. To avoid aliasing, the
sampling rate fr must be at least twice the frequency of the gravitational wave. The
sampling rate can be increased (without decreasing T ) by operating multiple concur-
rent interferometers using the same hardware [4]. In these multiplexed interferometers,
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• Gravity gradients and rotations couple to initial-position and -velocity 
jitter. 

• Alternative:    two-loop geometry combined with gravity-gradient 
                                           compensation

‣ it can deal with height-dependent gravity gradients

‣ illustrated with the example of the MIGA facility

‣ requirements for ELGAR briefly discussed

‣ comparison to configuration with relaunching



Compensated Mach-Zehnder configuration

• Compensation technique for static gravity gradients. 

• But rotations still couple to initial-velocity jitter:

•   e.g.  for  
         (compared to a launch velocity of )2m/s
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• Sensitivity to gravitational waves:

• Sensitivity to nearly stationary (low-frequency) gravity 
gradients:

�� ⇡ 4 (ke↵ L) h+ sin2(!T/2)
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T 2
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Compensated two-loop configuration

• Compensation technique for static gravity gradients. 

• Contributions due to rotations further suppressed 
by an additional factor (⌦T )2 ⇠ 10�10
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• Sensitivity to gravitational waves:

• Insensitive to static gravity gradients; sensitivity to low-frequency 
ones suppressed by :

• Relative alignment between the two beams is still important.  
It should become easier for longer baselines.  
One can use the atoms to help determine the alignment.
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• Minimal changes for the MIGA facility:

‣ Keep total interferometer time with  .

‣ Reduce height difference between the two beams 
by a factor .

• By reducing the launch velocity, it could still be alternatively  
operated in the Mach-Zehnder configuration with  

• and sensitivity reduced by a factor .

4T
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�
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• Dependence on angular velocity coupled to remains:

• Implications for the differential measurement:

• Stability of  to sufficiently high degree required.  
            (closely related to Newtonian noise)

Remaining coupling to rotations
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• It should not be a problem for MIGA:

• For  and typical sensitivities targeted by ELGAR:  
                          (with  )

• Suppressed by factor  compared to standard 
requirements on Newtonian noise.
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• Pointing stability requirement for relaunch (finite duration ):

• Different suppression factor for the two cases:

Comparison with configurations involving relaunches

⌧
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• Pointing stability requirement for relaunch (finite duration ):

• Different suppression factor for the two cases:

• Common requirements on pointing noise for the interrogating laser 
beam(s):

• Similar requirement on relative misalignment for configurations 
with two interrogating beams.

Comparison with configurations involving relaunches
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• Pointing stability requirement for relaunch (finite duration ):

• Different suppression factor for the two cases:

• Common requirements on pointing noise for the interrogating laser 
beam(s):

• Similar requirement on relative misalignment for configurations 
with two interrogating beams.

Comparison with configurations involving relaunches
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Alternative configuration for
single-photon atom interferometry



• Alternative configuration for compensation of gravity gradients 
and rotations:

• Slight change of the time between the intermediate pulses 
rather than frequency change: �T ⇡ T
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• It can cope with height-dependent gravity gradients.

• Applicable also to atom interferometers based on single-photon 
diffraction  (insensitivity to laser phase noise).

• Particularly interesting for gravitational antennas with long baselines 
and related dark-matter searches.

• Straightforwardly generalizable to an even number of loops.
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Conclusion



• Effective technique for mitigating unwanted effects of gravity  
gradients already demonstrated experimentally.

• Combination with two-loop geometry for compensation of 
rotations and gravity gradients in gravitational antennas:

‣ MIGA

‣ ELGAR

• Alternative configuration applicable to single-photon atom 
interferometry.
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